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Donbass and Crimea – an insider
view from journalist Eva Bartlett
vanessa beeley / 3 hours ago

Today I speak with friend, colleague and outstanding on-the-ground journalist, Eva Bartlett.
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ALEPPO: Journalist, Eva Bartlett and Humanitarian Volunteer, Pierre Le Corf
Speak to Syria TV Channel 7

In 2019 Eva visited Donbass, Ukraine and Crimea. As always Eva brings out the heart of
the situation from the people that are being “disappeared” by the criminal legacy media
outlets in service to US/UK/NATO predator foreign policy.

This was written by Eva in 2019 relating to the photo I used for this interview:

Man in centre is DPR press officer and proud father, man furthest away is brave Gorlovka
defender, based on front lines of Zaitsevo.

Press officer: “It’s a pity for me that Western media and the world don’t realize there is a
Nazi state in the middle of Europe in the 21st Century. They support it and they cannot…
When you release Nazis, its something you cannot control, you release a monster, like a
Frankenstein creature. You release it and you cannot control them.

It’s a pity that we’re not here fighting together against Nazis. They are dangerous both for us
and for the western world. If they finish with us, they will do the same to the western world.

The Western countries support the war crimes, support the killing of our people just
because we speak our native language: Russian. That’s the only reason to kill us, just
because we like Russia and speak Russian.

I was raised believing in the western ideals of human rights and democracy. And what do I
have? I have no human rights. Ukrainian Nazis can kill me and they can go to European
Parliament and they will be considered as heroes. They can kill without court, without
justice, without anything.

They think we are traitors and Russian agents who betrayed the great Ukrainian nation.

They can kill you. They consider all the journalists as Russian propagandists. Their military
can shoot you and never face justice. That goes against my understanding of human rights,
that’s not the way I imagined things.”

Her articles: –

1. Under Fire from Ukraine and Misperceived by the West, The People of the DPR Share
Their Stories

www.mintpressnews.com/under-fire-fro…public/262363/

2. Crimeans Tell the Real Story of the Referendum and Their Lives Since

www.mintpressnews.com/return-russia-…-since/262247/
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